
 

 

  

The Tiger Fitness Monthly 

Welcome to the monthly 
Elementary Physical Education 
newsletter! Time to get Tiger 

Strong! 

March 2019 

UPDATES 
It is March finally! I hope that warm weather will come to greet us 

soon! This last month students were indoors for most recesses so 

it is crucial that as the weather warms up that we get the children 

outdoors as much as Mother Nature will allow. On March 10, the 

clocks are moving ahead an hour to give us more daylight. Please 

be sure to take advantage with whatever outdoor activities you 

and your family enjoy!  

A few changes have occurred in the elementary gym this last 

month! I have added relaxation stations to the gym to help 

overwhelmed students find their center and collect themselves. I 

have a picture below of one of the stations. I have also added 

helper jobs to my classroom to encourage students to learn 

responsibility and to help with daily tasks. See pictures below!  

 

 
Here is a link to an article that gives you tips on some healthy ways to 

“spring” into action this month. Enjoy! 

https://www.shape.com/fitness/tips/20-ways-spring-clean-your-

fitness-routine 

What’s happening this 
month?! 

5K 

1st-2nd 
grade 

3rd-4th 
grade 

Basketball basics, 

parachute activities, 

and tag games!  

Basketball basics, 

parachute activities, 

and tag games!  

 
Basketball skills/drills, 

parachute activities, 

and fitness testing! 

 

Fitness Focus: 

Email: rosenaud@chilton.k12.wi.us 

https://www.shape.com/fitness/tips/20-ways-spring-clean-your-fitness-routine
https://www.shape.com/fitness/tips/20-ways-spring-clean-your-fitness-routine


 

 

 

 

Ongoing Programs in Physical Education 

CLASS OF THE YEAR: 

Current Standings: 

Lemke: 5 

Kartheiser: 5 

Knaus: 5 

Hoffman: 5 

Hodorff: 6 

Platner: 4 

Cripe: 4 

Mueller: 5 

Stenklyft: 7 

 

What incentives your kid(s) are actively working towards in my class! 
Wurm: 5 

Brown: 8 

Deehr: 9 

Veldboom: 8 

Benzel: 5 

Jacobs: 5 

Scheurell: 7 

Winkel: 6 

Lisowe: 8 

Brown: 8 

Van Eperen: 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kids outgrown their shoes. Donate them to Chilton PE!   

 

 

 

 

As the elementary Physical Education teacher at Chilton Elementary, I am always collecting 

athletic shoes for my students to borrow on days they forget their own shoes. Some of those 

donated shoes are very worn out and need replacing. If you or anyone of your family have 

athletic shoes between the sizes of 10Y to size nine adult, please consider donating them to 

the school! Just send them with your son/daughter and have them bring them to the 

elementary gym. Thanks for considering!  

 

 



 

 

Tigers in Action! 


